
 

ShivarWeb Newsletter Takeaways 
Every week I curate content from hundreds of marketing sources into 4 useful articles. 
From each of those 4 articles, I pull a single “takeaway” directly into the newsletter.  
 
This collection has every takeaway from the first 140 editions with a link to the source. 
 
It’s the best of the best of the best of digital marketing from 2013 to 2015 - and all still 
relevant.  
 
I’ve categorized it, but left the takeaways otherwise unedited. Scroll, click through and 
use whatever catches your eye. But either way - just put it to good use! 
 
Paid Search & Analytics 
Organic Search (SEO) 
Paid Social 
Organic Social 
Local Marketing 
Digital Public Relations (PR) 
Web Design & User Experience 
Content Development & Promotion 
Other // Best Practices 
Ecommerce Marketing 
Next Steps 
 
Let’s dive in! 

Paid Search & Analytics 
Google Analytics can be daunting, but that’s no excuse to not use it. ( Source ) 
 
There are opportunities for using PPC even outside of traditional uses such as 
ecommerce or lead generation, and it can be a quicker, more flexible channel than SEO 
or social. (Source ) 
 
Google is changing Analytics, and it’s another opportunity to leapfrog ahead of the curve 
if it’s something you’re interested in. ( Source) 
 
Google is constantly rolling out new ad opportunities – especially if you sell product 
online, they are worth checking out. Be the early adopter. It’s in Google’s interest to 
reward you. (Source ) 
 

 

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/google-analytics-resources-2013/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2013/09/25/creative-ppc
https://analyticsacademy.withgoogle.com/preview
http://www.portent.com/blog/ppc/small-business-PLAs.htm


 

Do best practices – but be different. Obsess about Analytics and customer acquisition 
numbers. (Source ) 
 
Google has a ton of ways to enhance your PPC ad. Taking time to navigate and 
understand them can set you apart. ( Source ) 
 
Look at the numbers on A/B tests and analytics, but also consistently look at you site with 
the eyes of a new customer. ( Source ) 
 
If you’re going to be making decisions based on Analytics, make absolutely sure it’s 
implemented correctly. ( Source ) 
 
If there’s a data point about your site you’re curious about – it’s probably in Google 
Analytics. The key is actually learning the potential then applying the data. (Source ) 
 
Instead of focusing on tactics, tricks & SEO packages – focus on promoting your site 
directly to people who will pay attention. ( Source ) 
 
Google’s Display Network is the next logical step to expand your advertising outside of 
Google Search & Facebook. Be sure to understand the terminology and strategy before 
diving in. (Source ) 
 
Curiosity can drive clicks, but keep the curiosity gap relevant to your end goals – 
sometimes you don’t want the click. ( Source ) 
 
Evergreen content might not easily go viral, but never underestimate the power of 
compound traffic. (Source ) 
 
Always tag your campaigns. But understand what you’re doing and keep your Analytics 
consistent & accurate. (Source) 
 
Do remarketing & ruthlessly focus on implementing PPC best practices and you’ll be in 
the top 15% of advertisers. ( Source ) 
 
Whether it’s paid or manual, you need to have some sort of realistic strategy to promote 
your content – it won’t promote itself. ( Source) 
 
 Just because Google has gone (not provided) with keywords in Analytics doesn’t mean 
you can use the tools they do provide for great information. ( Source ) 
 
Look at your old content in Google Analytics, could you drive more traffic simply by 
refreshing it? ( Source ) 
 
Losing money on Google Display Network? You’re probably targeting wrong. (Source ) 
 

http://iamjustinwinter.com/7-shortcuts-for-building-an-e-commerce-startup-to-1m-in-12-months/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2013/12/11/how-to-compete-in-adwords
http://conversionxl.com/think-about-customer-experience-not-just-conversion-optimization/
https://moz.com/blog/google-analytics-checklist-for-new-projects
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/google-analytics-resources-2014/
https://moz.com/blog/the-rules-of-link-building-whiteboard-friday
http://blog.crazyegg.com/2014/04/11/guide-targeting-prospects-googles-display-network-part-1/
http://copyhackers.com/2014/04/curiosity-gap/
http://blog.bufferapp.com/the-complete-list-of-evergreen-content-ideas-for-your-blog
http://www.annielytics.com/guides/definitive-guide-campaign-tagging-google-analytics/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/04/29/best-ppc-tips
http://www.iacquire.com/blog/content-amplification
http://www.lunametrics.com/blog/2014/05/21/how-to-use-google-webmaster-tools-for-seo/
http://unbounce.com/content-marketing/how-to-optimize-your-old-blog-content-for-long-tail-conversion/
http://www.portent.com/blog/ppc/top-seven-targeting-tactics-google-display-network.htm


 

Go as specific as you can go given your profit & time. Better relevance & better detail 
always wins in PPC. (Source ) 
 
Links still matter, a lot – but how and where you get them matter even more. Take a few 
minutes and understand how to dedicate your effort, time, creativity, and money to 
getting links. (Source ) 
 
Better ads with better click throughs are worth the investment vs. burn & churn low click 
through rate ads. (Source ) 
 
Run all sorts of variations for banner ads & test everything about them. (Source ) 
 
In most all cases, StumbleUpon advertising is worth the extra $0.05 for engaged visitors. 
(Source ) 
 
PPC can be as complex or as simple as you want or need it to be. (Source ) 
 
Targeting that you exclude is as important as targeting you include. (Source ) 
 
“It’s more important to reach the people who count than to count the people you reach” 
– that’s what Analytics can show you. ( Source ) 
 
Sometimes your most valuable traffic is not what you expect. Dig deep in your own 
analytics to see where sales & leads actually come from. ( Source ) 
 
Spend time on unique segmentation in your retargeting campaigns. Use social proof, 
numbers, countdowns. Go beyond Google Retargeting with Facebook and Twitter 
retargeting. Upsell & cross-sell for added benefit of better conversion rate. Create a 
simple, but definitive testing roadmap. ( Source ) 
 
It is expensive to be annoying. More ad exposure does not necessarily drive up 
conversions, but it will drive up your cost per click, which could be spent in better ways. 
(Source ) 
 
Don’t assume you know how various channels impact your website. Use your own 
Analytics of course, but also look at Google’s data to get an idea of a benchmark. (Source ) 
 
Using direct buy advertising on small sites, blogs, forums, etc can be an extremely cost 
effective way to build targeted brand exposure AND a relationship with a relevant 
website owner. ( Source ) 
 
Spend time & money on ads & people who have your market’s actual attention. (Source ) 
 
There’s valuable long-term gains to taking a bit of extra time to organize & structure your 
AdWords account properly. (Source ) 

http://unbounce.com/ppc/doing-adwords-wrong-make-it-right/
https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-link-building
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/08/25/low-ctr-strategies
http://blog.crazyegg.com/2014/08/28/banner-ad-split-tests/
https://www.shivarweb.com/4044/stumbleupon-paid-engaged-or-unengaged-visitors/
http://www.portent.com/blog/ppc/pay-per-click-advertising-explained-non-ppc-person.htm
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/10/06/exclude-mobile-apps-adwords
http://conversionxl.com/google-analytics-102/
http://www.impactbnd.com/blog/where-your-most-valuable-website-visitors-come-from
http://unbounce.com/ppc/tips-to-hack-your-retargeting/
http://adespresso.com/academy/blog/facebook-ads-frequency/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/tools/customer-journey-to-online-purchase.html
http://moz.com/blog/advertisement-investments-organic-roi-whiteboard-friday
https://medium.com/@kevinsmu/the-tim-ferriss-effect-7d3dff9c63dc
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2015/03/06/adwords-account-structure


 

 
If you aren’t split testing the right variables, then you’re either wasting money or making 
decisions on thin data. ( Source ) 
 
Google Analytics is a powerful but fallible tool. It takes active maintenance to make sure 
it’s telling you the full story of your website visitors. ( Source ) 
 
Have a structured approach to ad spend. Also, total ad spend should include all your 
associated costs in addition your actual ad costs (ie, design, analytics, etc). (Source ) 
 
Do not throw money at some simple retargeting campaigns with banners showing your 
logo.  
 
Instead, figure out your exact value proposition based on where people visited on your 
site – and aggressively use that to drive the campaign. ( Source ) 
 
Price is more than just how much your widget costs. It influences perception; it motivates 
people to buy; and most importantly, it determines your revenue. And there’s no need to 
guess with it given how much research there is. ( Source ) 
 
Focus on the search network. Limit keywords, especially “ego-terms.” Pause keywords 
that aren’t driving qualified traffic. Use every AdWords extension to improve click through 
rate. Spend time resources on your landing page. ( Source ) 
 
The Google Display Network has incredible reach & targeting options. Really understand 
how to “layer” the targeting options before running a campaign. ( Source ) 
 
If you want quality data – pay Google for it via AdWords. Even a small test budget will give 
you a wealth of accurate keyword data that is not present in their tools. (Source ) 
 
Even if you don’t use retargeting right now, you should at least set it up so you have it 
when you need it. ( Source ) 
 
Don’t let options and irrelevant stats push you into hiring an agency. Learn proper 
account structure. Learn about modified broad match and exact match. Pay attention to 
the few metrics that matter. ( Source ) 
 
Define personas and goals. Make sure your website infrastructure is set up correctly. Use 
AdWords to test messaging, products, etc. Expand to more advertising, SEO and a social 
strategy based on AdWords results. ( Source ) 
 
Don’t immediately go for the big brands, look for the sites where you can affect the most 
change; where customers can access information easily; and sites that will complement 
your website long-term. ( Source ) 
 

http://adespresso.com/academy/blog/facebook-ads-split-testing-101/
https://www.shivarweb.com/4635/filter-analytics-spam/
https://blog.bufferapp.com/social-media-marketing-budget
https://baremetrics.com/blog/saas-retargeting
http://www.nickkolenda.com/psychological-pricing-strategies/
https://raventools.com/blog/9-tips-to-stretch-ppc-budget/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2015/02/10/google-display-network-targeting
https://moz.com/blog/estimate-total-volume-value-of-keywords-in-niche-whiteboard-friday
https://medium.com/@dicek344/need-more-growth-try-these-3-easy-and-powerful-google-analytics-remarking-lists-21345f11410f
https://mengusworld.wordpress.com/2015/07/15/13-adwords-tips-from-a-former-googler/
https://www.shivarweb.com/5009/inbound-marketing-strategy-for-ecommerce/
http://www.localvisibilitysystem.com/2015/07/13/how-to-pick-the-best-barnacle-seo-sites-a-checklist/


 

“Don’t set ridiculously high maximum bids in your branded campaigns. That’s not how 
you succeed. Think about your priorities. If you want high ROAS, avoid that bid strategy. 
Sure, setting high maximum bids may help you sleep at night. They guarantee you’ll 
always have that number one spot for your brand. But that tactic costs you a fortune.. If 
you care about ROAS, avoid set-it-and-forget-it PPC strategies.” ( Source ) 
 
Questions to ask before running a test. Which one thing will you be testing? What metric 
will be my best measurement of success? Do I have enough data to assume this result 
will be true and repeatable for everyone? ( Source ) 

Organic Search (SEO) 
There’s tons of resources on keyword research – learn all about before diving in head 
first. (Source ) 
 
Look at your Content –> Landing Pages in Analytics, and sort by organic traffic. Glean 
more insights than your keyword report. (Source ) 
 
Understand how Google crawls and understands your page. Pro tip: affiliate links are 
paid links. It helps to no follow them. ( Source ) 
 
Even if you just check out the built-in Google in-page Analytics try to gather some data on 
how your visitors are actually using your site. ( Source ) 
 
On-page optimization is not hard – and can be hugely rewarding. Use reputable 
resources such as Moz to get a handle on it. ( Source ) 
 
The basics for SEO can go a long way – use simple, trustworthy resources to keep things 
on track. (Source ) 
 
Even if you don’t plan on advertising – you should get a (free) AdWords account just so 
you can check out this data. ( Source ) 
 
Yes, Google has a new algorithm – but it doesn’t change SEO best practices. Create 
unique, easy to understand content that can be crawled by search engines – and answers 
questions that your audience is asking. ( Source ) 
 
When you are doing keyword research (or reviewing keyword research from a consultant 
or colleague) – ask what type of intent and value is behind the keywords. Volume is 
worthless if it doesn’t meet your business goals. ( Source ) 
 
Instead of focusing on a single keyword, think of what story you want to tell with your 
site. Think in terms of keyword themes instead of single target keywords. (Source ) 
 

http://www.portent.com/uncategorized/maximize-profitability-on-your-branded-ppc.htm
https://blog.bufferapp.com/social-media-tests-ideas-strategies
http://blog.kissmetrics.com/keyword-research-smart-way/
http://www.annielytics.com/breaking-up-with-your-keyword-data-my-mozcon-presentation/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2013/07/24/follow-nofollow-links
http://www.quicksprout.com/2013/08/01/7-conversion-optimization-lessons-learned-from-eye-tracking/
http://moz.com/blog/visual-guide-to-keyword-targeting-onpage-optimization
http://www.portent.com/blog/seo/seo-makeover-for-2014-a-practical-guide-for-businesses.htm
http://adwords.blogspot.in/2013/08/analyze-and-optimize-your-search.html
http://www.blindfiveyearold.com/what-does-the-hummingbird-say
http://sugarrae.com/affiliate-marketing/identifying-money-keywords-affiliate-marketing/
http://searchenginewatch.com/article/2306839/Why-Obsessing-Over-One-Keyword-Could-Sink-Your-Whole-Site


 

SEO can be difficult and counter-intuitive, but is very much worth understanding. Think 
about how search engines run through your site, and how your audience understands 
your product & services as well. (Source ) 
 
Small changes to help search engines navigate your site’s unique faster, more efficiently 
and on more devices will always help your SEO. ( Source ) 
 
Google’s Quality Score in AdWords tells you what Google thinks of your page. Try using it 
to judge your SEO efforts on that page. ( Source ) 
 
Think about what questions your pages are answering & what topics are you covering 
instead individual keywords being targeted. ( Source ) 
 
There exists a YouTube Keyword Tool – you should use it. ( Source ) 
 
SEO isn’t magic. Even if you don’t fully understand or do the work, be sure to understand 
what is being done. (Source ) 
 
Before using or buying a new tool – try using Keyword Planner in a smarter way. (Source ) 
 
When you’re doing keyword research or webpage planning, think more about what 
questions your audience is asking – and how they translate to keywords. (Source ) 
 
Look for other places your customers might be searching for you. Understand the 
incentives behind that search engine, and work with it to rank well and drive traffic. 
(Source ) 
 
Internal links improve navigation of your site for both humans & search engines. 
Learning & implementing best practices is low hanging fruit for your on page SEO 
strategies. ( Source ) 
 
Don’t write for keywords for keywords’ sake. Write for the questions people are asking 
using those keywords with clear, detailed, descriptive content. ( Source ) 
 
Use numbers with around eight words if people are familiar & between 16-18 if they’re 
not. Use negative words, or at least few positive superlatives. Add a subheadline & be 
very, very clear. (Source ) 
 
Use comments as a key performance indicator of engagement for your blog – and focus 
on getting attention & interaction over shares. ( Source ) 
 
Set up and make your site search a key site feature. It’s the one place where you can get 
keyword data – be sure to use it. ( Source ) 
 
Use wildcards in Google Suggest and plug in competitors to Keyword Planner. (Source ) 

http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.in/2013/11/video-creating-seo-strategy-with.html
http://www.quicksprout.com/2013/12/04/11-seo-changes-that-will-give-you-big-results/
http://www.portent.com/blog/ppc/heads-up-internet-marketers-how-to-use-ppc-to-bolster-your-seo-inspired-by-my-mozinar.htm
http://moz.com/blog/topics-people-over-keywords-rankings-whiteboard-friday
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/1/23/youtube-keyword-tool
http://localseochecklist.org/
http://www.advancedwebranking.com/blog/google-didnt-want-us-to-use-the-keyword-planner-this-way/
https://moz.com/blog/content-strategy-guided-by-audience-intent
https://moz.com/blog/amazon-seo-organic-search-ranking-factors
http://blog.kissmetrics.com/commandments-of-internal-linking/
http://businesscasualcopywriting.com/seo-copywriting/
http://conversionxl.com/5-characteristics-high-converting-headlines/
https://moz.com/blog/broken-art-of-blogging
http://conversionxl.com/convert-visitors-improving-internal-site-search/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/08/06/keyword-research-tips


 

 
Use modified broad match with negative keywords and well-researched keyword themes 
to get an effective return. ( Source ) 
 
Spend a couple minutes getting used to Graph Search – and integrate it into your 
research process for personas, ads, content, PR and more. ( Source ) 
 
Identify if your business is locally-biased in Google. Figure out searcher intent. Create 
unique pages in a scalable format for all the geographic areas you want to target. Avoid 
just search + replace [city name]. ( Source) 
 
Focus on the search network with specific terms where you have high quality score. 
Ruthlessly pause & revise terms that don’t convert. ( Source ) 
 
Target keyword themes to comprehensively cover the topic and associated questions in a 
detailed, descriptive (non-deceitful) way. ( Source) 
 
Target a keyword to guide your creation and promote it to the people that it would make 
their lives easier. ( Source ) 
 
SEO is a very powerful, but long term channel. It’s also no longer a keywords + links = $$$ 
kind of game. (Source ) 
 
Instead of just digging deeper in a single topic of keywords, create “new mines” based on 
searches related to the interests your target customer has. ( Source ) 
 
Use keywords in your title for sure, but put less focus on catching multiple keywords, and 
more emphasis on making the title more interesting than other search results. (Source ) 
 
Monitor your brand mentions everywhere online. Every platform has some way to listen 
in without paid tools that are better than most “free” social listening tools. (Source ) 
 
There is no magic bullet or final end to building organic traffic. Every strategy needs time, 
context, and ongoing effort. Also, there is never total failure on tackling a big goal. 
(Source ) 
 
Keyword research is about finding out your audience’s needs behind the keyword. It’s not 
about ranking for a single isolated keyword. (Source ) 
 
A huge portion of a successful SEO campaign isn’t even “traditional SEO” – it’s getting 
visibility from digital PR, referral traffic and partnerships. (Source ) 
 
Broad keywords usually group lots of people who don’t know what they are looking for. 
Specific keywords indicate people who know exactly what they are looking for. The right 

http://conversionxl.com/themes-modified-broad-match-winning-ppc-strategy/
https://moz.com/blog/facebook-graph-search-guide
https://moz.com/blog/scaling-geo-targeted-local-landing-pages-that-really-rank-and-convert-whiteboard-friday
http://blog.raventools.com/9-tips-to-stretch-ppc-budget/
https://moz.com/blog/7-advanced-seo-concepts
http://blog.getvero.com/epic-post-breakdown/
https://moz.com/blog/avoid-unrealistic-seo-expectations-whiteboard-friday
http://moz.com/blog/hacking-keyword-targeting-whiteboard-friday
http://www.siegemedia.com/title-tags
https://www.shivarweb.com/4487/set-up-free-diy-brand-monitoring-social-listening/
https://blog.ahrefs.com/skyscraper-technique/
https://moz.com/blog/keyword-research-for-the-modern-customer-journey
http://www.matthewbarby.com/seo-campaign-blueprint/


 

categorization can not only help you rank, but also decide what a certain page should 
look like. (Source ) 
 
Long criticized by SEOs for providing inaccurate or useless data, there’s a lot of great 
information in Search Console now for those who take the time to analyze it. (Source ) 
 
Google Correlate is counter-intuitive, but a powerful tool for lateral research into 
personas, keywords and content. ( Source ) 
 
Research isn’t just for “evergreen” or SEO focused content. There are plenty of research 
channels to pre-qualify social-optimized ideas too. ( Source ) 
 
There are a lot of things ecommerce storeowners can do from an organic traffic side. But 
be careful to distinguish high-impact items from best-practice, low-impact items. (Source) 

Paid Social 
Google has an incredible range to target your ads – especially for local businesses. 
(Source ) 
 
Don’t be creepy about it…but using remarketing ads can be extremely useful. (Source ) 
 
Ads that tell a story, are educational, or inspire always will do well. And you don’t need a 
huge budget to do any of those 3. ( Source ) 
 
Test, target and diversify your ads on Facebook. ( Source ) 
 
Facebook advertising is, and will continue to be a great opportunity. But you simply must 
take the time to understand it, structure your campaigns well, and make sure it aligns 
with your overall marketing goals. (Source 1, Source 2) 
 
You should do at least minimal Facebook advertising for cheap branding and for defining 
your audience, but make sure you’re buying clicks & conversions…not likes. (Source) 
 
Always check your ads from the perspective of your potential customers. (Source ) 
 
Add more proof points to your landing pages. Match your ad to your landing page. 
(Source ) 
 
“Social has an indirect but powerful impact on search rankings. It’s not the actual social 
activity that matters, but what happens as a result of that activity. Optimizing and 
maximizing creator impressions increases the chance of obtaining links from the group 
of people who power the link graph.” ( Source ) 
 

https://moz.com/blog/pinpoint-vs-floodlight-content-and-keyword-research-strategies-whiteboard-friday
https://quickleft.com/blog/webmaster-tools/
https://www.shivarweb.com/5374/google-correlate-for-marketing/
https://www.shivarweb.com/5339/find-trending-topics/
http://guides.geoffkenyon.com/ecommerce/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2013/11/13/adwords-geotargeting-local-ppc-guide
http://moz.com/blog/remarketing-how-to-make-your-content-marketing-seo-up-to-7x-more-awesome
http://adwordsagency.blogspot.in/2013/12/celebrating-ads-people-chose-to-watch.html
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/01/30/facebook-advertising-tips
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9ZqXlHl65g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVfHeWTKjag
https://moz.com/blog/1-dollar-per-day-on-facebook-ads
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/03/06/bad-ads
http://blog.crazyegg.com/2014/03/11/proof-in-advertising/
http://www.blindfiveyearold.com/social-signals-and-seo


 

Facebook has some amazing tools to help you spend your ad money wisely (they just 
don’t publicize them well). ( Source ) 
 
Whether it’s paid or manual, you need to have some sort of realistic strategy to promote 
your content – it won’t promote itself. ( Source) 
 
Social media marketing is not about broadcasting – it’s about the research, feedback & 
interaction from very specific audiences. In other words, marketing through what 
happens to be called “social media.” ( Source ) 
 
Personalized copy, pre-qualifying offer, easy proposal, and dedicated page are 4 keys to 
making FB ads actually work. (Source ) 
 
Social advertising offers high risk but high reward as long as you understand the options. 
(Source ) 
 
Facebook is not a free platform, but with new retargeting options, it can still be a great 
channel for qualified traffic. (Source ) 
 
With targeted custom audiences (ie your fans, email subscribers, etc) you can get 
ridiculously low click prices on Facebook – like $0.01 per click. Use unique content for the 
ads; don’t advertise to people who haven’t clicked within 2 days. Refresh ad images 
frequently. (Source ) 
 
Facebook organic reach is dead, but their paid advertising options offer more & better 
options than really anything beyond Google search ads. ( Source ) 
 
Direct response ads on Facebook work, but you really have to plan the full response cycle 
well to get real leads out of your investment. ( Source ) 
 
When you are setting up Facebook campaigns, remember that there are tried and true 
audiences to create for a good foundation & good ROI. ( Source ) 
 
Facebook’s Open Graph Search has all sorts of combinations to perfectly target your 
audience. (Source ) 
 
Your segments & types of targeting on Facebook are all determined by your objective 
and budget. There is no “best” way to do Facebook. It’s all about the process & approach 
to targeting. (Source ) 
 
YouTube has some barriers to entry (ie, non-ideal targeting and video production) but 
that is a good thing for advertisers willing to try it. ( Source ) 
 
Better segmentation & layering on Facebook equals cheaper ads and more conversions. 
(Source ) 

http://www.jonloomer.com/2013/06/18/facebook-graph-search-business-examples/
http://www.iacquire.com/blog/content-amplification
http://conversionxl.com/social-media-strategy-doesnt-rely-hope-getting-results/
http://unbounce.com/social-media/drive-e-commerce-sales-with-facebook-ads/
http://blog.bufferapp.com/social-media-advertising-twitter-facebook-linkedin
http://www.matthewbarby.com/facebook-likes-dont-matter/
http://www.jonloomer.com/2015/01/19/facebook-ads-63-percent-ctr/
http://www.jeffbullas.com/2015/03/10/10-reasons-why-you-should-spend-10-per-week-on-facebook-advertising/
http://adespresso.com/academy/blog/lead-generation-facebook-ads-definitive-guide/
http://www.jonloomer.com/2015/03/30/facebook-targeting-ads/
http://www.postplanner.com/how-to-use-facebook-search-to-get-inside-fans-heads/
http://www.jonloomer.com/2015/02/09/facebook-ad-targeting/
http://singlegrain.com/exploit-youtube-cheap-advertising-platform/
http://adespresso.com/academy/blog/5-facebook-ads-targeting-options-crush-conversions/


 

 
Social networks reward advertisers that can increase clicks. That means digging beyond 
the basic targeting settings, using only proven ads, and customizing for audiences who 
already know you (aka retargeting). ( Source ) 
 
Learn basic tools to make graphic (not text) ads that are different. Take time to exclude 
mobile apps and low quality sites. Dig deep into targeting – look at in-market, 
demographic and remarketing audiences. ( Source ) 
 
Use people in your images; test color themes; match your ad exactly to your landing 
page; funny or unexpected images; use headshots. ( Source ) 
 
Facebook ads aren’t just for ecommerce or awareness. They are an incredible tool to 
drive business leads with the right setup. ( Source) 

Organic Social 
Pinterest might be a good fit for your website. Check it out at least. ( Source ) 
 
Social, guest-blogging, and co-marketing all have amazing potential, but always make 
sure that you are building your property – and not someone else’s (hint: email list is more 
important than social for immediate engagement). ( Source ) 
 
If you are an ecommerce company – focus on search, YouTube, and Facebook. And for 
the love of all that is marketing – get a site that is usable on iPad/mobile devices. (Source ) 
 
Done well, guest posts can be a great opportunity. ( Source ) 
 
Even if you don’t actively use Google+ every day – you should invest a few minutes every 
now and then maintaining your account. It will pay dividends now and later. (Source ) 
 
Publish videos to YouTube – but take the extra bit of time to optimize them for search, 
social, and engagement. (Source ) 
 
Customers not only look for video, but remember the message even more after viewing 
than other mediums. ( Source ) 
 
YouTube is a great opportunity, especially if your product/service requires a lot of 
explanation and visuals. (Source ) 
 
Platforms like Facebook are great – but always make sure you are driving your audience 
to your website (ie, the property you actually own). ( Source ) 
 
Reddit isn’t for every business, but represents a huge opportunity for those willing to do 
it well. (Source ) 
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Social is no longer new. There are actual best practices beyond “be on it.” Find the right 
case studies, and do it right (says the blogger who rarely tweets…). (Source ) 
 
If your business has a visual component at all – you should be on Pinterest. (Source ) 
 
Podcasts may or may not be right for you, but going where people are paying attention is 
(Source ) 
 
Start with short videos on a branded channel, measure, analyze, then edit your strategy. 
(Source ) 
 
YouTube is a platform like Twitter/Facebook. You need to measure the right things so 
that you are benefiting…not just Google. ( Source ) 
 
Get hyper-targeted, and send the traffic to your website…not your Facebook page. 
(Source ) 
 
With the right tools & plan, you can have a well-done explainer video on a small budget. 
(Source ) 
 
Just having explainer videos gives you an advantage – doing them well with scripts and 
storyboards are even better. ( Source ) 
 
You manage what you measure. Take time to look at metrics that actually matter to your 
business…especially with platforms you don’t own in social. (Source ) 
 
Make sure Facebook or any platform you’re using is hitting actual, meaningful metrics. If 
it is, then keep doing it. ( Source ) 
 
You can use Facebook’s features to build an audience that is similar to what you already 
have. (Source ) 
 
A well-done Pinterest strategy doesn’t just stick to your product line – but shows off the 
lifestyle and interests of your customers. ( Source ) 
 
YouTube is more than your video dumping ground. It has an audience (to the tune of a 1 
billion people) worth planning around. ( Source ) 
 
You got to spend money on creative, but YouTube offers a huge opportunity for both 
traffic and branding. (Source ) 
 
Use comments as a key performance indicator of engagement for your blog – and focus 
on getting attention & interaction over shares. ( Source ) 
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Try out StumbleUpon to drive cheap traffic, but be sure to tag the audience to remarket 
to later (when they aren’t stumbling around). Understand the audience – similar to my 
Reddit advertising recommendations. ( Source ) 
 
Email drives conversions. YouTube drives engagement. Facebook is annoying but still 
there.  Pinterest can be an incredible long-term investment (if your website fits), and 
Twitter is ridiculously time-sensitive. ( Source ) 
 
 “Avoid negative sentiments; Inform, don’t meform; Boost social proof; Stay on topic; 
Write well and avoid hashtag abuse; Switch from broadcast to direct tweets.” ( Source ) 
 
Provide YouTube & your viewers as much detailed & descriptive content, meta data & 
annotations as possible. ( Source) 
 
Success requires focus, so choosing the right channels is key. Don’t do every channel just 
because that’s “expected.” ( Source ) 
 
Pinterest is still a frontier network in some categories. To the creative and early adopters 
go the wins. (Source ) 
 
Reddit advertising can be used for direct response if you make the offer personal, 
transparent, highly targeted & very responsive. ( Source ) 
 
Share link posts, share in the evenings, create a main image/graphic for your post. 
(Source ) 
 
Make sure you have the Facebook code snippet on your site so you can test this out! It’s 
the same principles as Google remarketing, but on a huge platform. (Source ) 
 
Invest in detailed posts, design, friends, experiments and data. ( Source ) 
 
1,024 pixels wide by 512 pixels tall is the ideal social image size. Post either when your 
audience is online or when no one else is posting. Use Twitter Cards for advertising. 
Spend at least $1/day on Facebook advertising if only for the cheap branding. Use 
Facebook’s Open Graph to control your Facebook link shares. ( Source ) 
 
Short term tactics may sort of work, but the best way to do Twitter sustainably at scale is 
to interact with targeted conversations. ( Source ) 
 
Facebook has data that goes beyond just likes. You can also import your own customer 
data. Use both to create really interesting campaigns. ( Source ) 
 
There’s a lot that goes into doing Pinterest well for better and for worse. But it has been 
around long enough for some general best practices to get established. (Source) 
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First, identify routine tasks that can be done in “batches” to make your time more 
productive. Second, treat social media as a place to publicly develop relationships & 
share instead of a place to broadcast & self-promote. Third, it is possible to schedule 
quality tweets out for over a year. ( Source ) 
 
See who is linking to your social profiles, especially lesser known ones like Slideshare, 
and make sure they also link to your website. If not, go get the link! (Source ) 
 
Platforms from Amazon reviews to Google Keyword Planner to Facebook likes and 
Pinterest boards give you incredible options to do detailed market research. (Source ) 
 
Medium is trendy and offers high viral content potential due to its audience and format. 
The risk of opportunity cost and sharecropping your best content is very present though. 
(Source ) 
 
For a lot of websites, Pinterest is the new “it” – and there’s huge dividends for smart early 
adopters. (Source ) 
 
Even platforms that aren’t known as “social networks” per se can be an interesting place 
to build expertise and find customers. ( Source ) 
 
Just because there is no search volume for your direct product or service does not mean 
you can’t build an organic marketing channel. (Source ) 
 
Pinterest is not a typical social network. It’s more like a hybrid search, bookmarking and 
social channel. Think quality over quantity or frequency. ( Source ) 
 
Give YouTube as much data as possible about your video and your channel. Edit your 
videos to drive engagement. Do research beforehand to align your videos with keywords, 
topics and trends. (Source ) 

Local Marketing 
Explore your keywords in Analytics, not just for messaging and new SEO opportunities, 
but to develop personas as well. (Source ) 
 
Build websites around things you know and audiences that you are a part of. Don’t 
overcomplicate things – and just solve that audience’s problems. ( Source ) 
 
Don’t waste people’s time with an awful outreach email. ( Source ) 
 
Think about how you can give away knowledge in order to provide tons of value to your 
audience before ever thinking about giving a pitch. ( Source ) 
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You’ve got cool stuff that appeals to your market (otherwise you wouldn’t be in business). 
Start your content marketing there. ( Source ) 
 
Teaching is the new marketing. ( Source ) 
 
If you are going to start marketing – especially through content, such as blogging – take 
the time to start an email list (MailChimp makes it super-easy…which is also the subject 
of an upcoming post). (Source ) 
 
Every product has creative ways to “growth hack” outside of traditional marketing 
channels. (Source ) 
 
What you think works in email marketing…is probably wrong. Again – put yourself in your 
customers’ shoes. Aside – if there’s anything you’d like to see changed in these emails, 
please let me know by just clicking ‘reply.’ ( Source ) 
 
Yes, content marketing seems daunting…but it’s really just getting your everyday 
business knowledge out into the world in a form that’s interesting or useful for your 
customers. (Source ) 
 
The secret to marketing is to put yourself in another person’s shoes. (Source ) 
 
Find your exact target market (the hard part) and give them an amazing product (even 
harder). You don’t just add water – but you’d be surprised how much you can do without 
spending a dime in traditional advertising. ( Source ) 
 
Take time to “market” to your current customers instead of people who’ve never heard of 
you. (Source ) 
 
Look for ways that your product can market itself. ( Source ) 
 
Marketing is very, very different than it was 8 years ago. Most important is finding 
audiences who are paying attention. ( Source ) 
 
Take the time to really define who your customers are. ( Source ) 
 
Make sure that your are forging multiple connections with your readers. For example – 
“there’s this really useful marketing newsletter that comes every week” ( Source ) 
 
You’ve got to define who is buying your product before knowing how to reach them. 
(Source ) 
 
Think in terms of your audience and where/how they would be looking for your offering. 
(Source ) 
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Focus on maintaining quality over quantity in all your marketing channels. (Source ) 
 
Look for places to connect w/ authors & customers that aren’t as noisy – blog comments 
being a great example. ( Source ) 
 
Taking time to actually write out and define your ideal customers can pay dividend and 
guide everything you do from blogging to advertising. ( Source ) 
 
Whatever you’re about to do in marketing your site, why would anyone ever actually care 
about it – or are you just trying to get noticed? ( Source ) 
 
Don’t create the personas you hope & wish to sell to – actually pull data. (Source ) 
 
There’s always something else more you can do for marketing. ( Source ) 
 
Send the email you would want to receive. ( Source ) 
 
There is always something else you can be trying & optimizing in your marketing – and 
it’s a cycle where improvement in 1 channel affects all the others positively. (Source ) 
 
Because of how people remember things, infographics are a poor investment from a 
branding & marketing perspective. ( Source ) 
 
Customer/reader/client service is part of marketing. Be overly generous and treat it like 
something that generates profit. ( Source ) 
 
Even if people may or may not remember your brand, if you’re going to do one – you 
might as well get maximum coverage by going niche, mentioning people & brands – and 
spending time promoting it. ( Source ) 
 
Don’t just track your campaigns – track them correctly. ( Source ) 
 
Make your email not cold, make it brief, make it benefit them, make it fun, and find 
something you have in common. (Source ) 
 
The business that generates awareness for a need is in the lead when your customer 
starts the research phase. ( Source) 
 
If your product/service is fast, simple, easy, affordable, and high-quality…you’re doing it 
wrong.  Be detailed. ( Source ) 
 
Understand who you are writing for and what you are answering – and then invest in 
content that will last. ( Source ) 
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Instead of defining your own targeting, Custom Audiences allows you to create targeting 
based on the audience you already have. ( Source ) 
 
No matter how you define your ideal person – you are selling to a person, not selling a 
product. (Source ) 
 
Speaking of defining your market – Google Surveys allows you to conduct normally 
expensive research very affordably. ( Source ) 
 
Quickly personalize at much as possible – and follow up. ( Source) 
 
Every email or retargeting touch point should come 2x the length between the previous 
contacts – 1 days, 2 days, 4 days, 8 days, etc for less customer burnout. (Source ) 
 
Your USP should be: We provide [your product/service] to [key customer group] who 
want to [main customer objective] without [key customer pain point] ( Source ) 
 
Just because a marketing tactic “works” doesn’t mean it’s best for the humans on your 
site – or your long-term brand. (Source ) 
 
Autoresponders are low tech, not super sexy and require upfront planning and 
investment, but once in place, nothing can beat them for cost & effectiveness. (Source ) 
 
Use social & retail sites to find small but vocal & prolific people who might be interested 
in a conversation about your ideas. (Source ) 
 
Your email list is your most valuable marketing asset. Grow your readership and treat 
them well. ( Source ) 
 
Start with remarketing. Optimize as carefully as you would a search campaign. Don’t let 
kids playing games eat up your budget. (Source ) 
 
Ask for specific feedback – then ask for permission to use as a testimonial. (Source ) 
 
Go where your customers are talking about your products, competitors or industry (that 
could be Amazon, social, Yelp, forums, etc). Solve their exact problems with your 
products and mirror their language in your copy. (Source ) 
 
Identify who you want to sell to; find a real example person; learn where they hang out 
and what they appreciate; reverse engineer how to get what they appreciate in front of 
them. (Source ) 
 
Brands have a huge value online even beyond marketing. They take work to build, but 
don’t need generations to develop. ( Source ) 
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The core idea is to make sure that people got some value JUST by opening your email. 
Pre-Engage (research, follow, comment, etc). Personalize your email. Show that you 
appreciate their post & how your post is going to make theirs even better. Offer or give 
something for free. (Source ) 
 
Break your outreach into discrete steps. Make an initial pitch without your link to gauge 
interest. If there’s a response, then send your content. Also allows a more natural 
follow-up later. (Source ) 
 
Guest posting does not send traffic like owned content + promotion. It does have strong 
branding, relationship and awareness benefits if you are in it for the long haul. (Source ) 
 
Take every opportunity possible to get 1-to-1 feedback on product, service, outreach & 
messaging. Imagine you’re building a brick wall – every brick adds up. (Source ) 
 
Mirror the user’s end goal in headline; Research AdWords’ buried features; Invest in 
timely messaging; The more specific you are, the more believable you become; Use 
personal messaging – focus on the “you”; Make your ads hyper-local. (Source ) 
 
Decide your goals, your visitors’ goals, and where to focus efforts. Do the right research & 
implement systems to get big output for low input upfront. ( Source ) 
 
Find the publications that **would be likely to write about you**, and programmatically 
break them down into manageable lists. Find your angle. Invest time in a good pitch that 
works at scale. (Source ) 
 
Start your ecommerce mail strategy around Rewards (give bonuses for email 
subscribers); Retention (gain additional sales based on previous purchases); Recovery 
(close potentially lost sales & gain feedback). ( Source ) 
 
You have 1 audience, but they don’t all hang out in the same place online. Look for ways 
to “unify” and sync up platforms with email at the center. ( Source ) 
 
Thoroughly research and “preciprocate” (ie, give a favor before returning a favor) before 
actually sending your intro email. (Source ) 
 
Approach every new marketing channel (including Pinterest!) with a systematic approach 
that includes audience research, competitive analysis, sustainable plan to execute, and 
metrics that matter. ( Source ) 
 
Data driven marketing is more daunting than hard. Create a framework of what you want 
to happen with personas, specific goals and actions. Create hypotheses to test the 
framework. Analyze. Adapt. Implement. Repeat. ( Source ) 
 
Outreach, communities, email, influencers, keyword research recipe wins. (Source ) 
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Build content for the select people who can & will talk about it. Make it interesting & 
useful for them. They’ll be able to sell it to a bigger audience. ( Source ) 
 
Use custom audiences. Use lookalike audiences. Use conversion pixels. Use retargeting 
within Facebook. Use new product display options for ecommerce owners similar to 
Google’s options. ( Source ) 
 
You can’t sell to everyone. To see if you really know who your customer is, define who is 
not your customer. (Source ) 
 
Don’t depend on giveaways to grow your email list. Use them to complement a separate 
marketing effort and to connect with your existing audience. ( Source ) 
 
Digital marketing may feel different than real-world business, but it’s still business. It’s 
helpful to know the context and lessons learned from smart people who are really 
thinking about the structure of business. ( Source ) 
 
Get your customers to answer 2 questions: “How likely is it that you would recommend 
my brand/product/service to a friend or colleague?” then “What’s the most important 
reason for your score?” (Source ) 
 
Use local lingo and customization to stand out among bulk, national and lead-gen 
advertisers. (Source ) 
 
If you send out email updates, get more opens by re-sending the same email with a 
different subject line to the people who did not open it the first time. AKA look for 
creative ways to re-use your same content. ( Source ) 
 
Concise, well-timed, useful emails can be transformative for kicking off with a new 
customer. Pay attention to details – like how Evernote uses “Email 1 of 5” in the subject 
line. (Source ) 
 
Reading tactics, guides, etc are not an end goal. It’s a giant process of actually trying 
tactics out, talking to potential customers, putting out messages, trying more, failing, and 
trying again. (Source ) 
 
Early in marketing, focus on channels where success is dependent upon yourself rather 
than your cash or people resources. ( Source ) 
 
Show customers *exactly* what they are getting before and immediately after they buy 
or sign-up. (Source ) 
 
Nobody cares about your brand. Marketing is about aligning your offerings with your 
customer’s interests. ( Source ) 
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Email marketing is tool with a very high return on time & money investment when set up 
well. (Source ) 
 
Use – The simple nudge (short, direct message outreach). The inclusion mention 
(mention to influencer how they were indirectly involved or mentioned in your 
campaign). The review (review the influencer’s work). The network effect (find the people 
that the influencer follows; do the previous ones to them). ( Source ) 

Digital Public Relations (PR) 
Getting PR is a huge marketing win – spend extra time crafting the right story and the 
right pitch to the right journalist. ( Source) 
 
Just because you’re small without an agency doesn’t mean you can do PR well. (Source ) 
 
The media wants to promote you (no, seriously)…you just have to figure out the right 
story (Source ) 
 
Make your pitch part of something an individual journalist’s readers would benefit from. 
(Source ) 
 
Figuring out how to get positive reviews is very high ROI – and worth your while to figure 
out. (Source ) 
 
Take time to research and customize your initial contact and eventual pitch. (Source ) 
 
Segment your PR by expected benefit on a certain segment (industry vertical, 
demographic or geography, etc) or by channel/product. Don’t measure by doing it for a 
little bit, then stopping and guessing. (Source ) 
 
Subscribe to all the various “reporter needs a source” services. Set up automated filters & 
triggers so that you can respond quickly without wasting your time. Don’t ever ask for a 
link directly – make a long term relationship. Do say that they can cite [your site] as a 
source if needed. ( Source ) 
 
Journalists and editors are real people too. Put yourself in their shoes before sending 
that pitch email. Doing a bit extra can go a long ways to getting that pickup. (Source ) 
 
Find the publications that **would be likely to write about you**, and programmatically 
break them down into manageable lists. Find your angle. Invest time in a good pitch that 
works at scale. (Source ) 
 
Give as much as you can to a small number of writers instead of cold pitching 
hundreds/thousands. ( Source ) 
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Tactics that used to be only available to Fortune 500 are increasingly available to anyone. 
The key now is imagining the opportunity and simply implementing it. (Source ) 
 
Start research way before you actually need the story. Understand what your reporter 
wants to know. Write custom pitches that naturally tie your product/service to a real 
trend they are already covering. Oh – and follow up! ( Source ) 
 
Making initial contact far in advance will put you in a better position when it does come 
time to pitch. All websites have internal policies and workflows that you don’t know about 
until you ask. (Source ) 
 
Use data from your industry to create content in complementary topics that people are 
interested in. Promote directly to writers in that complementary topic via a 2-step email 
outreach. (Source ) 

Web Design & User Experience 
 
Use pictures. Use statistics. Use testimonials. Don’t just rely on your typing to draw 
readers. (Source ) 
 
Push yourself to build the right content for you audience. Between easy video creation, 
graphics software, and even point and click software – the tools are out there. Try it! 
(Source ) 
 
You should look into integrating Schema markup on your site (with easy plugin help if 
you run WordPress from Schema Creator plugin), and building more long-form content. 
(Source ) 
 
Improving your site speed is often a high ROI activity. Make a few technical fixes can put 
you ahead of the rest of the internet. Stop procrastinating. :) ( Source ) 
 
Know your site, and what needs to be done for the best ROI. ( Source ) 
 
If you are taking the time out to do any marketing activity – make sure you are doing it 
right. If that means creating a new landing page, then do just that. (Source ) 
 
If you have a CMS – landing pages are probably your most underutilized opportunity. 
Learn how to experiment with & create them. ( Source ) 
 
Don’t separate your blog from the rest of your site – your whole site should be useful and 
engaging in some way. (Source ) 
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Put yourself in your visitors’ shoes on your website – get ideas on how to tackle UI 
problems. It’s often the little touches that go a long ways. ( Source ) 
 
Many times the little changes to your site can make a big difference. Start at the “bottom 
of the funnel” ie, user experience closest to checkout, and move up. ( Source ) 
 
Think about what types of questions the pages on your site answers? Are those pages 
doing well? How can you improve those that aren’t? ( Source ) 
 
Have a thought out reason for every element of your site. What’s the point of the page? 
What’s the target keyword theme? Does the video need to be on YouTube? Do you really 
need social buttons on a page? Etc, etc. ( Source ) 
 
Unless you are a major ecommerce site – I wouldn’t obsess over site speed – but 
definitely use all the tools available to occasionally check your website speeds and try to 
improve. (Source ) 
 
When it comes to design, think more about what you can cut than what you can add. 
(Source ) 
 
Simplify your homepage. Make it “defined & refined”. ( Source ) 
 
You may have a lot of product pages, but even incremental improvements can have big 
effects. (Source ) 
 
Take on a bigger picture of creating website content than just “more blog posts = $$$” 
(Source ) 
 
Functionality can matter more than beauty on landing pages;  intuition is a horrible judge 
of effectiveness; and think about who is landing on your pages. ( Source ) 
 
The story you tell your customers has to line up all the way to checkout – including the 
loose ends like testimonials, product copy, etc. ( Source ) 
 
The running thread in all these example is detail & quality. Headlines & design go part of 
the way – but the detail to get everything just right is amazing. ( Source ) 
 
Search engines’ are much more nuanced than in 1999. Focus on your visitors’ questions 
with consistent, well-written pages. ( Source ) 
 
Take what has already worked in your space, reverse engineer the content, process & 
outreach – then do it better. ( Source ) 
 
Figure out how your content would make people sharing it look good. Make it easy. 
(Source ) 
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Google gives you plenty of free tools to make your site better, understand & use them 
before moving to a snazzier, more expensive tool. ( Source) 
 
Don’t ignore your thank you page, use it not only for tracking but for encouraging your 
customers to keep interacting with your site. ( Source ) 
 
Have good design, good testimonials + reviews, and then everything else. (Source) 
 
Love them or hate them, there is an argument that you should find a respectful version 
of a pop up or slide in element to test with your audience. ( Source ) 
 
Using a landing page for your ads will put you ahead of most advertisers, but learning to 
think & plan it is worth even more. ( Source ) 
 
Banner ads with unique copy, call to action, creative & contrast win. (Source ) 
 
Share only high quality links people would only find via your feed & provide a way to 
mention someone who will pay attention to you (ie, stop tweeting random NY Times 
articles and more of small/mid-level blogs you read – hint, hint  ). Interact frequently 
with a specific subset of your following. ( Source ) 
 
Your page should be as long as it takes to explain the problem & convince your visitor – 
and those two things all depends on how aware that visitor is of their problem. More 
unaware = more story to tell = longer copy. ( Source ) 
 
Extra effort, detail, and creativity will go miles for local & product pages. (Source ) 
 
Keep your product pages (actually webpages in general) minimal, nice-looking, detailed, 
but to the point. Or just copy Nike/Zappos/REI. ( Source ) 
 
“Your homepage is the lobby where all your customers convene to decide if they like you 
or not” – invest effort in not being boring. ( Source ) 
 
Invest time & effort in improving your product images by learning how to use your 
smartphone camera better. ( Source) 
 
Product page copy should answer questions in a concise, consistent way across your 
entire selection. ( Source ) 
 
Google all but definitely factors user engagement into its algorithm. Make a classy, useful 
site that you would want to spend time on to rank better. ( Source ) 
 
Your About page is one place where customers are looking to specifically learn about you 
– use it to tell your story & benefits well. ( Source ) 
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Find customer reviews of your type of product/service. Identify exact 
problems/objections/like. Mirror their language in your web copy. (Source ) 
 
Try using stock photography as a foundation, but apply quick edits to make it your own. 
(Source ) 
 
Write amazing blog content about topics potential customers are researching, then 
remarket to them. ( Source ) 
 
Give your confirmation emails a little love & thought. ( Source ) 
 
A few tools, searching, and basic design overlays will take your blog posts & sharing 
metrics a very long way. (Source) 
 
Be very thorough; be uncluttered; be straightforward (applies even to non-ecommerce 
sites as well IMO). (Source ) 
 
Pick a single landing page goal; make that element “visually heavy” and judge the result 
through users’ (not design) eyes. ( Source ) 
 
Use broad to narrow categorization; have a set of permanent, evergreen pages that are 
linked to from new content; only create new pages when the intent/purpose of the 
page/keyword is unique. ( Source ) 
 
Google sees the click through rates on search results, and how many people come back 
to them. Your website design, layout, copy, trust factors and anything that makes people 
stay or go impacts your organic traffic. ( Source ) 
 
Long enough to address the primary motivation of the homepage visitor and get them to 
do the next action. ( Source ) 
 
Making a great experience for visitors on mobile means more than shrinking the screen 
down nicely. It also means creating content that will be useful to someone in a mobile 
setting. (Source ) 
 
Reviews need to be diverse; there needs to be evidence that other people are buying 
stuff; put faces/images to the names; No proof is better than low proof. (Source ) 
 
Stop thinking that some small A/B copy or format test will yield real (like 10x) gains for 
your site.  The real gains (and ironically more accessible for smaller sites) come from 
large strategic improvements like different offers, completely different angles, etc. 
(Source ) 
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Spend that bit of extra time on formatting and controlling everything about your content 
that you can control (meta information, image dimensions, etc). ( Source ) 
 
Conversions matter – period. All other metrics (CTR, impressions, etc) answer to 
conversions. Also, if you can’t revise your landing pages, then you should probably 
reconsider. (Source ) 
 
Always be pushing beyond simple tactics to ask yourself exactly why customers should 
show up and come back again and again. And what would that mean for your website 
specifically? (Source ) 
 
Building a “brand” is more expensive and longer-term play than just selling product, but 
makes for a much better business overall. ( Source ) 
 
Your thank you page gets very valuable attention from your customer – use it wisely. 
(Source ) 
 
When writing titles for a content piece: decide what the intent of your target keyword for 
the piece of content is; decide what the marketing goals are; decide if the content 
actually justifies multiple pieces to serve different roles on your site. (Source ) 
 
Don’t invest in an explainer video without really planning the why, for who, and how 
thoroughly. (Source ) 
 
Post native videos, Share quote photos, Target your organic posts, Engage your CTA 
button, Try dark posts, Zero in on your key topics, Up your posting frequency, Get 
creative with Trending Topics, Study your negative feedback, Keep testing, (soon) 3-D ads 
& Cinemagraphs. (Source ) 
 
Just because you have a B2B (or niche) website, doesn’t mean you can indulge in industry 
jargon and assumptions. You need to go the extra mile to make every aspect, from the 
copy to forms, intuitive and well-explained in a way that matches your visitors’ 
understanding. (Source ) 
 
Don’t let a big investment of time & resources be ruined by a technical or grammatical 
error. (Source ) 
 
Website content creation never, ever needs to be based on a random brainstorm 
session. (Source ) 
 
Everyone wants a page/website tailored to them. There’s no shortcuts, but creating a 
process to prioritize and rethink formats can pay off over time. ( Source ) 
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If you are starting out on Facebook, don’t start immediately on your brand page. Start a 
“passion page” first. Use it to experiment, gather data and achieve reach by targeting 
competitors. ( Source ) 
 
There are plenty of incredible tools and techniques that allow you to spend less on 
infrastructure and more on seeking out your audience and making sales. (Source) 
 
Keep your forms short. Your messages simple. And your buying process supportive. 
(Source ) 
 
Have non-promotional content on your website that answers a broad range of questions 
in depth. Target new questions on topics that receive more than a thousand views. 
Answer in a non-promotional, helpful way and link to the additionally helpful blog post. 
And always respect your audience and the platform. ( Source ) 
 
Editing details, formatting and images may not individually seem to matter, but in 
aggregate research shows they are responsible for pushing ok content to great content. 
(Source ) 
 
From what pages need work to what time of day your conversions happen – a little 
digging can produce data to support or debunk what are otherwise educated guesses. 
(Source ) 
 
Letting people know that other people approve of your work comes in different varieties 
beyond just logos or testimonials. Also – social proof makes your email more legit. 
(Source ) 
 
Do not ask for testimonials – people are horrible at that. Ask for feedback – but structure 
it via specific questions. Craft an authentic testimonial out of the response. Ask for 
permission to use at the right time. Create a system to collect them at scale. (Source ) 

Content Development & Promotion 
Segment your groups. Collect emails from different places. Write emails with 1 person in 
mind – lose the templates. ( Source ) 
 
Lose the “yeah, yeah” sentences. Revise, revise, and cut. Always come back to benefits 
(such as how you found this great article via the ShivarWeb newsletter) ( Source) 
 
You don’t have writer’s block – you just aren’t asking the right questions. Ask the right 
questions about your industry and you’ll have content that keeps paying dividends. 
(Source ) 
 
Spend the time and effort to create amazing content and it will keep paying dividends. 
(Source ) 
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Writing is tough – but doable and accessible. Executing puts you heads and shoulders 
over the vast majority of people. ( Source ) 
 
Treat your content like the asset it is. ( Source ) 
 
Your readers are on your site to hear what you think – not your guest poster. Use guest 
posts sparingly. (Source ) 
 
Think about what type of content each of your blog posts is, and what action you want 
your reader to take (in this case, tweet or share it :) ) ( Source ) 
 
Use tools like Copyscape to track down stolen content, take basic measures to prevent it 
(like linking your RSS feed back to your site), and focus on creating new and interesting 
content. (Source ) 
 
Pick something from the list – and go record it. It’ll probably be horrible, but getting 
started with video is the only way to learn. ( Source ) 
 
Have a reason and guideline for everything you or your organization does – including 
content on your website. ( Source ) 
 
Continue focus on creating great content that answers people’s questions, and you’ll only 
benefit from Hummingbird. ( Source ) 
 
Being in a boring industry can be an advantage in content marketing…because the bar is 
so low and the opportunity often wide open. ( Source ) 
 
Just because something isn’t fresh, doesn’t mean it’s not amazing – even in digital. Take 
some time to check your old bookmarks, or the archives of an awesome writer you like. 
(Source ) 
 
Define your goals & audience for any big piece of content before you create it. (Source ) 
 
If you’re out of ideas…imitate and iterate (sorry…marketing jargon) on websites that are 
doing content right. ( Source ) 
 
Have a very specific vision & specific goals for your content. ( Source ) 
 
Decide what you want out of your site. Decide what content matches that – and start! 
(Source ) 
 
Write copy for what people can do with your product instead of what your product can 
do for people. (Source ) 
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Don’t put off creating content for your site for lack of ideas. Answer questions & tell 
stories. (Source ) 
 
Either make your content really good (aside – in many industries, it’s still not hard to do) 
or just go where people are paying attention (ie, if you aren’t making headway on 
Twitter…stop doing Twitter and go where people are listening). ( Source ) 
 
A piece of content is not a direct sales piece. But a commitment to helping your audience 
with content does create a new type of (very loyal) customer. ( Source ) 
 
Consistently write quality posts about something your target persona cares about or 
something your product or service can help solve (and have realistic expectations). 
(Source ) 
 
Content doesn’t directly equal sales. Content needs a community. Content needs to be 
promoted, not just created. Content should be findable via search. Content is a long-term 
play. (Source ) 
 
Content strategy is not just buying into content marketing – it’s a vision and specific goal 
that ties everything you publish together. ( Source ) 
 
Emphasize benefits in your website copy – but don’t forget to say how those benefits 
happen (and what the product/service does). ( Source ) 
 
Don’t advertise your products – advertise the benefits your audiences want, and 
customize copy & calls to action around that. ( Source ) 
 
Have a cool story to tell. Tell it concisely & well to the right person at the right time. 
Planning is key. (Source ) 
 
When creating website content, think about the people who might share it, link to it or 
mention it as a separate audience from your customers. Develop an angle to market 
your site & content to them so that they will link/share/mention…which will then in turn 
get you in front of your customers. ( Source ) 
 
Headlines are powerful, but not as powerful as your call to action button copy. (Source) 
 
Make stories about other people (not yourself) and tell them about it. ( Source ) 
 
Copywriting is a skillset that can be learned – not some work of magic. (Source ) 
 
Don’t blog just because someone told you to or because that’s what websites are 
supposed to have. Have a goal in mind – and question whether it’s the best time & 
money investment to achieve that goal. ( Source ) 
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Intentionally define reasons & goals for every piece of content you create before you 
invest in it. (Source ) 
 
Don’t brainstorm – and please do not guess your next content topic. Find your audience 
and find out exactly what content they are looking for. ( Source ) 
 
Taking copywriting to the next level is about managing attention. ( Source) 
 
Find content that has already done well. Make that content incredibly better. Reverse 
engineering why the content did well, then build a promotion plan around your findings. 
(Source ) 
 
See what sticks then grow into adding value to existing content doing well elsewhere 
then grow into becoming an authority in your niche then grow into making your content 
address stages in your sales funnel. ( Source ) 
 
Social media and publications are dying for an interesting story to tell. Looking for a way 
to supply it. (Source ) 
 
Find content with a proven track record of attracting backlinks, social shares and first 
page rankings. Make strategic improvements to that content. Promote that content via 
email outreach to contacts reverse engineered from other content. ( Source ) 
 
Do not ever aimlessly create content. Research, ask, survey, plan – otherwise you’re 
probably wasting your time (or worse). (Source ) 
 
Solicit reviews from customers and work their exact language into your sales copy. 
(Source ) 
 
Developing top content that gets visitors is not a guessing game. There’s no perfect 
science either, but there are plenty of methods that increase your odds. (Source ) 
 
Carefully think through what questions each piece of your website will generate in the 
minds of your customers. ( Source ) 
 
SEO best practices combined with copywriting tactics to keep readers engaged = high 
performing content. ( Source ) 
 
Don’t write copy from scratch. Start a swipe file of not only headlines, but principles to 
keep in mind. (Source ) 
 
Prequalify your content with in depth research. Create something better than the current 
best. Do highly customized manual outreach to people that are already pre-qualified. 
Also, write in shorter sentences. ( Source ) 
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Other // Best Practices 
If you wouldn’t do something offline, don’t do it online. ( Source ) 
 
Test your idea before diving in, but be smart about how you research it so that you aren’t 
risk-averse. (Source ) 
 
Focus on your niche, and what you can do well for your budget. (Source ) 
 
Be genuine, be what visitors expect, and don’t overwhelm or surprise. (Source ) 
 
Seek out what the best are doing, look for outliers, and execute on what they’ve done. 
(Source ) 
 
Think creatively about how you can get your message in front of the right audience. 
(Source ) 
 
Yeah – he’s probably right. Stop reading more information, and go execute on what you 
know needs to be done. ( Source ) 
 
Even if you don’t care about SEO – it helps to be kind of familiar with some of the jargon. 
(Source ) 
 
Nothing changes faster than marketing online. But there are already people and 
companies who have shown the future. ( Source ) 
 
Most all great things come from process…including well-read blogs. (Source ) 
 
You can’t focus on everything, but you can lean on checklists to help you choose and 
keep improving. (Source ) 
 
Is there a leftover part of your business that might provide some value to someone in a 
repackaged form? There probably is. For example, this newsletter came about from my 
realization that I read and curate a lot for myself…so now I put in this newsletter for you 
and all my customers. (Source ) 
 
Plenty of other people are doing the exact same thing that you are trying to do – you 
should find them and learn from them. (Source ) 
 
 Treat your visitors the way you’d want to be treated. ( Source ) 
 
You can take in all the advice in the world, but it really comes down to treating your 
customers and readers on your website the way you’d want to be treated. (Source ) 
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Same theme here – look for small changes you can make to respect and help your 
readers. (Source ) 
 
Be different. (Source ) 
 
Being different pays. ( Source ) 
 
Focus on the 20% of your current activity that is producing 80% of returns. (Source ) 
 
Do more of what is already successful. ( Source ) 
 
Keep it simple and focused, no matter if you are a software company, ecommerce, or 
services company (and that includes companies that only do pricing after contact). 
(Source ) 
 
Customers trust authenticity over rave reviews. ( Source ) 
 
Be different. It’s fine to sell the same products, but not as the same brand. (Source ) 
 
Start small. Do best practices. Expand what works. ( Source ) 
 
If you have a client – you are the expert. Provide solutions, not more work in everything 
you do. (Source ) 
 
It’s usually the little things done right that make a difference (ie, notice the attention paid 
to the packaging in the story) ( Source ) 
 
If you’re little, nimble, and have an amazing product…you’ve never lived in a better era 
(until you produce an awful product). (Source ) 
 
Details matter. ( Source ) 
 
Marketing your site goes beyond social buttons, title tags, and conversion rates and 
revolves doing what’s best for your readers/audience to get & keep their attention. 
(Source ) 
 
Be an informed skeptic (not a cynic) when judging tactics & strategies. Ask the seemingly 
obvious questions. (Source ) 
 
Wikipedia is the compendium of content online. It also ranks for more than half of all 
searches. You probably should integrate it into your content & SEO process. (Source ) 
 
Identify the right thing to test first – and understand your goals. There’s plenty of cheap 
or free tools to actually run the test. Then actually do it. ( Source) 
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Don’t assume what works for others will work for you, too. Take specific tactics that have 
worked, and add your own innovation to it. ( Source ) 
 
Have a specific plan & be brutally honest about it (ie, are your numbers too rosy; can you 
actually create the content you’re planning for). ( Source ) 
 
Look at everything your competitors are doing (ie, don’t look at their social/keywords/etc 
in a silo), and take everything to the next level of better. ( Source ) 
 
Generic is bad. Overwrought is bad. Write a concise message based on what the visitor is 
getting (think Amazon’s – “Checkout with our secure server”). ( Source ) 
 
Whether you are learning from your competitors; elaborating and expounding other 
people’s ideas/concepts; learning from other industries, or any of others Jason’s ideas, 
there’s always a new angle or new idea to create good website content that’s actually 
different & fresh. (Source ) 
 
Very often, being different pays more than “best practices.” ( Source ) 
 
Creativity always beats money. ( Source ) 
 
Choose the right channels, look at your competitors, make your content different but 
engage the same way, build off your early followers. ( Source ) 
 
Be different. (Source ) 
 
“Conversion Optimization” Isn’t About Green Or Red Buttons; There Is No Failure, Only 
Learning; Incremental Gains Are Far More Realistic; Case Studies Are Often Big Fat Liars; 
Only Benchmark Off Your Own Data; Stop Trying To Optimize For Stupid Crap That 
Doesn’t Matter. ( Source ) 
 
Do 1 thing and do it well before exploring other options. ( Source ) 
 
As much as you can, only use best practices as a starting point. Being different, testing, 
and getting real data from your own website matters more. ( Source ) 
 
Break your process down into small, achievable steps. ( Source )  
 
Don’t base success on metrics that you don’t understand. Learn what matters when. 
(Source ) 
 
As a general rule, simplicity wins. Continuously look to test and implement changes 
towards simplicity. ( Source ) 
 
Not every big win has to be a big project. Get those small changes implemented. ( Source ) 
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Look for things that you can do once – and they pay dividends 10x over. However, 
remember that you’ll usually find them doing things that don’t directly pay 10x over. 
(Source ) 
 
Mirror the visitor’s end goal, Use countdown timers to trigger loss aversion, Keep your 
ads current, Get super specific, Make things personal, Make your ads hyper-local, Test 
your heart out. (Source ) 
 
Stop Focusing on the Buying Intent, Don’t Treat Ads as Just the Copy, Take Control of the 
Ad Placement, You’re Not Advertising Only to Sell, Don’t Expect Results Right Away. 
(Source ) 
 
There is always a “gap in the market” – the key is to find and fill that instead of just 
copying or producing fluff. (Source ) 
 
Show Your Process, Mirror Your Customers’ Beliefs, Make Them a Promise (w/o 
hyperbole), Show Your Face (Source ) 
 
Your competitors probably don’t know what they are doing either. Use them for 
inspiration, not for copying. If you imitate anyone, imitate the corporate giants that you 
know are testing & improving (aka Amazon, GEICO, etc). (Source ) 
 
Winning at SEO & content is very rewarding, but also much harder than ever before. 
Good, unique content isn’t the standard – the best content on the Internet on a topic is 
the new standard. The difference is in how you approach it. ( Source ) 
 
Don’t let lack of tools or knowledge deter you from trying an A/B test to improve your 
website or landing pages. ( Source ) 
 
The next new thing is more about video in general. Creativity and execution in video (no 
matter the platform) has high potential rewards. ( Source ) 
 
Just because you are solo or “freelancing” doesn’t mean you shouldn’t run it like a 
business. (Source ) 
 
Too many opportunities kill true opportunity. Focus on a goal that will matter to the 
bottom line of a business. Most things that you’re working on aren’t that important. 
(Source ) 
 
Unlike many online resources, books are professionally edited and written. Try using 
Google Books to find high-quality, edited links, information and content ideas. (Source ) 
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Ecommerce Marketing 
I love ecommerce. But logistics can be daunting. Be careful how you think through 
shipping pricing, and logistics. (Source ) 
 
Think long and hard about pricing and positioning, which will get you much further than 
just working harder. (Source ) 
 
Keep things simple. Think in terms of who you are selling to – not what. Do more of 
what’s working. (Source ) 
 
The checkout process is all about psychology and positioning. Increasing conversion rate 
not online increases your bottom line, but also opens up more opportunity for marketing 
(by increasing the value of a lead). ( Source ) 
 
Don’t forget about your customers after you close the sale/sign-up/trial/shipment. 
(Source ) 
 
eCommerce content strategy is more than just a blog. It’s giving your customers what 
they need no matter where they are in their buying decision. ( Source ) 
 
Identifying shopping cart abandonment should be straightforward in Analytics, but 
solving it can be a different story. ( Source ) 
 
Use Google, Twitter & Amazon search to find out exactly what customers love and hate 
about competitors and competitor content. ( Source ) 
 
Just because you got the purchase doesn’t mean you’ve won a customer – figure out 
what their actual journey to purchase looks like. ( Source ) 
 
Do not offer discounts on a normal product page. You’re de-positioning your product and 
leaving money on the table. Use the power of discounts at the right time (retargeting, 
after email signup, after 2nd visit, etc). ( Source ) 
 
Think about how you can do better than the standard money-back guarantee. Make it a 
customized selling point in itself. ( Source ) 
 
Make mobile checkout the default checkout. Best practices and attention to detail for 
mobile carries over to desktop as well. ( Source ) 
 
Define a personas and goals. Make sure your website infrastructure is set up correctly. 
Use AdWords to test messaging, products, etc. Expand to more advertising, SEO and a 
social strategy based on AdWords results. ( Source ) 
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Next Steps 
Consuming knowledge does not make change - you have to do something with it. Take 
just 1 of these takeaways, click through to the source for the details and then use it . 
 
If you want more takeaways to act on every week, sign up for the ShivarWeb newsletter 
here . 
 
 

https://www.shivarweb.com/
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